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This paper reports an updated measurement of the standard modelCP violation parameter sin 2b using the
CDF Detector at Fermilab. The entire run I data sample of 110 pb21 of proton-antiproton collisions atAs
51.8 TeV is used to identify a signal sample of;400 B→J/c KS

0 events, whereJ/c→m1m2 and KS
0

→p1p2. The flavor of the neutralB meson is identified at the time of production by combining information
from three tagging algorithms: a same-side tag, a jet-charge tag, and a soft-lepton tag. A maximum likelihood
fitting method is used to determine sin 2b50.7920.44

10.41(stat1syst). This value of sin 2b is consistent with the
standard model prediction, based upon existing measurements, of a large positiveCP-violating asymmetry in
this decay mode.

PACS number~s!: 12.15.Hh, 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first observation of a violation of charge-conjugation
parity (CP) invariance was in the neutral kaon system in
1964 @1#. To date, violation ofCP symmetry has not been
directly observed in any other system. The study ofCP vio-
lation in theB system is an ideal place to test the predictions
of the standard model@2–4#. The decays of neutralB mesons
into CP eigenstates are of great interest, in particular the
CP-odd state,B→J/c KS

0 @5,6#. The decayB→J/c KS
0 is a

popular mode in which to observe aCP-violating asymme-
try because it has a distinct experimental signature and is
known theoretically to be free of large hadronic uncertainties
@7#. Furthermore, the contribution to the asymmetry due to
penguin diagrams, which is difficult to calculate, is negli-
gible because the penguin contribution is small and the tree
level and penguin diagrams contribute with the same weak
phase@8#. Previous work searching for aCP-violating asym-
metry in the decayB→J/c KS

0 has been presented by the
OPAL Collaboration@9#. An initial study on the measure-
ment of sin 2b by the CDF Collaboration is given in Ref.
@10#. The result reported here incorporates and supersedes
Ref. @10#. This paper reports a measurement of sin 2b that is
the best direct indication of aCP-violating asymmetry in the
neutralB meson system.

Within the framework of the standard model,CP noncon-
servation arises through a non-trivial phase in the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! quark mixing matrix@11#. The
CKM matrix V is the unitary matrix that transforms the mass
eigenstates into the weak eigenstates:

V5S Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

D
.S 12

l2

2
l Al3~r2 ih!

2l 12
l2

2
Al2

Al3~12r2 ih! 2Al2 1

D 1O~l4!.

The second matrix is a useful phenomenological parametri-
zation of the quark mixing matrix suggested by Wolfenstein
@12#, in which l is the sine of the Cabibbo angle. The con-
dition of unitarity,V†V51, yields several relations, the most
important of which is a relation between the first and third
columns of the matrix, given by

Vub* Vud1Vcb* Vcd1Vtb* Vtd50.

This relation, after division byVcb* Vcd , is displayed graphi-
cally in Fig. 1 as a triangle in the complex (r-h) plane, and
is known as the unitarity triangle@13#. CP violation in the
standard model manifests itself as a nonzero value ofh, the
height of the triangle.

CP nonconservation is expected to manifest itself in the
Bd

0 system@2# as an asymmetry in particle decay rate versus
antiparticle decay rate to a particular final state:

ACP5
N~B̄0→J/cKS

0!2N~B0→J/cKS
0!

N~B̄0→J/cKS
0!1N~B0→J/cKS

0!
,

whereN(B̄0→J/cKS
0) is the number of mesons decaying to

J/cKS
0 that were produced asB̄0 andN(B0→J/cKS

0) is the
number of mesons decaying toJ/cKS

0 that were produced as
B0 @3#. It should be noted that the definition ofACP is the
negative of that in Refs.@8# and @9#.

In the standard model, theCP asymmetry in this decay
mode is proportional to sin 2b: ACP(t)5sin 2b sin(Dmdt),
whereb is the angle of the unitarity triangle shown in Fig. 1,
t is the proper decay time of theB0 meson andDmd is the
mass difference between the heavy and lightB0 mass eigen-
states. In a hadron collider,BB̄ pairs are produced as two
incoherent meson states. Consequently, the asymmetry can
be measured as either a time-dependent or time-integrated
quantity. The time-dependent analysis is however statisti-
cally more powerful. In this paper, we take advantage of this
fact and employ a sample of events that have a broad range
of time resolutions.

It is possible to combine information from several mea-
surements to indirectly constrain the allowed range of sin 2b.
Based on global fits to these measurements, it is found that
the standard model prefers a large positive value of sin 2b
and that the fits are in good agreement with each other@14–
17#. One recent global fit finds sin 2b50.7560.09 @17#.
However, the sign of the expected asymmetry depends on
the sign of the product ofBB andBK , which are the ratios
between the short distance contributions toBB̄ andKK̄ mix-
ing respectively and their values in the vacuum insertion
approximation@18#.

To measure this asymmetry, the flavor of theB meson
~whether it is aB0 or a B̄0) must be identified~tagged! at the
time of production. The effectiveness of a tagging algorithm
depends on both the efficiency for assigning a flavor tag and
the probability that the flavor tag is correct. The true asym-
metry is ‘‘diluted’’ by misidentifying aB0 meson as aB̄0

meson orvice versa. We define the tagging dilution asD

FIG. 1. The unitarity triangle indicating the relationship between
the CKM elements.
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5(NR2NW)/(NR1NW), whereNR(NW) is the number of right
~wrong! tags. The observed asymmetry, given byACP

obs

5DACP , is reduced in magnitude by this dilution parameter.
As can be seen from the relation above, maximal sensitivity
to the asymmetry is achieved when the dilution factor is
large. The statistical uncertainty on sin 2b is inversely pro-
portional toAeD2, where the efficiencye is the fraction of
events that are tagged. This analysis combines three tagging
algorithms in order to minimize the statistical uncertainty of
the measurement.

A. The CDF detector

The collider detector at Fermilab~CDF! detector is de-
scribed in detail elsewhere@19,20#. The CDF detector sys-
tems that are relevant for this analysis are~i! a silicon vertex
detector~SVX! @21#, ~ii ! a time projection chamber~VTX !,
~iii ! a central tracking chamber~CTC!, ~iv! electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeters,~v! a preshower detector~CPR,
central preradiator!, ~vi! a shower maximum detector~CES,
central electron strip chamber!, and~vii ! a muon system. The
CDF coordinate system has thez-axis pointing along the
proton momentum, with thex-axis located in the horizontal
plane of the Tevatron storage ring, pointing radially outward,
so that they-axis points up.

The SVX consists of four layers of silicon axial-strip de-
tectors located between radii of 2.9 and 7.9 cm and extend-
ing 625 cm inz from the center of the detector. The geo-
metrical acceptance of the SVX is;60% because thepp̄
interactions are distributed with a Gaussian profile along the
beam axis with a standard deviation of;30 cm, which is
large relative to the length of the detector. The SVX is sur-
rounded by the VTX, which is used to determine thez coor-
dinate of thepp̄ interaction~the primary vertex!. Momenta
of charged particles are measured in three dimensions using
the CTC, an 84-layer drift chamber that covers the pseudo-
rapidity intervaluhu,1.1, whereh52 ln@tan(u/2)#, and the
angleu is measured from thez-axis. The SVX, VTX, and
CTC are immersed in a 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic field. The
momentum transverse to the beamline (PT) of a charged
particle is determined using the SVX and CTC detectors.
The combined CTC/SVX PT resolution is dPT /PT
5@(0.001 c/GeV•PT)21(0.0066)2#1/2. The typical uncer-
tainty on theB meson decay distance is about 60mm. The
CTC also provides measurements of the energy loss per unit
distance,dE/dx, of a charged particle.

The central and endwall calorimeters are arranged in pro-
jective towers and cover the central regionuhu,1.05. In the
central electromagnetic calorimeter, proportional chambers
~CES!, are embedded near shower maximum for position
measurements. The CPR is located on the inner face of the
central calorimeter and consists of proportional chambers.
The muon system consists of three different subsystems each
containing four layers of drift chambers. The central muon
chambers, located behind;5 absorption lengths of calorim-
eter, cover 85% of the azimuthal anglef in the rangeuhu
,0.6. Gaps inf are filled in part by the central muon up-
grade chambers with total coverage inf of 80% anduhu
,0.6. These chambers are located behind a total of;8 ab-

sorption lengths. Finally, the central extension muon cham-
bers provide 67% coverage inf for the region 0.6,uhu
,1.0 behind a total of;6 absorption lengths.

Muons, used to reconstruct theJ/c meson and by the soft
lepton tagging algorithm~SLT!, are identified by combining
a muon track segment with a CTC track. SVX information is
used when available. Electrons, which are used by the SLT,
are identified by combining a CTC track with information
from the central calorimeters, the central strip chambers,
dE/dx, and the CPR detectors.

Dimuon events are collected using a three-level trigger.
The first-level trigger system requires two charged track seg-
ments in the muon chambers. The second level trigger re-
quires a CTC track, withPT greater than;2 GeV/c, to
match a muon chamber track segment. The third level,
implemented with online track reconstruction software, re-
quires two oppositely charged CTC tracks to match muon
track segments and a dimuon invariant mass between 2.8 and
3.4 GeV/c2. Approximately two thirds of allJ/c→m1m2

events recorded enter on a dedicatedJ/c trigger, where the
two reconstructed muons are from theJ/c. This fraction is
consistent with expectations. The majority of the remaining
events, referred to as ‘‘volunteers,’’ enter the sample through
a single inclusive muon trigger caused by one of the two
muons from theJ/c decay, or, through a dimuon trigger
where one of the two trigger muons was from theJ/c and
the second ‘‘trigger muon’’ is a fake muon, primarily due to
punch-through.

B. Overview of the analysis

This analysis builds on the work of several previous
analyses using the variousB enriched data sets recorded by
the CDF detector. TheB→J/cKS

0 decay mode is recon-
structed in a manner similar to the CDF measurements of the
branching ratio@22,23# and theB lifetime @24#. The three
tagging algorithms are then applied to theB→J/cKS

0 sample
and the observed asymmetry, given byACP

obs5DACP , is then
determined. In order to extract a value of sin 2b from the
observed asymmetry, tagging dilution parameters are re-
quired for the three tagging algorithms. These dilution pa-
rameters are determined from an analysis of the calibration
samples. In particular, the same-side tagging~SST! dilutions
are determined from a combination of results from Ref.@10#
and measurements on a sample of;1000 B6→J/cK6 de-
cays. The jet-charge tag algorithm~JETQ! and soft-lepton
tag algorithm~SLT! dilutions are determined from theB6

→J/cK6 sample and;40 000 inclusiveB→J/cX events.
The dilutions and efficiencies are then combined for each
event and a maximum likelihood fitting procedure is used to
extract the result for sin 2b. The fit includes the possibility
that the tagging dilutions and efficiencies have inherent
asymmetries. In addition, the backgrounds, divided into
prompt and long-lived categories, are also allowed to have
an asymmetry. In the end, these possible asymmetries are
found not to be significant.

Each flavor tagging method, SST, SLT, and JETQ, has
been previously verified in aB0-B̄0 mixing analysis. Our
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previously published measurement of sin 2b used theB0-B̄0

mixing analysis of Ref.@25# to establish the viability of the
SST method@26#. Here we report work that uses the same
algorithm for events where the two muons are contained
within the SVX detector acceptance and uses a modified ver-
sion of the algorithm for events with less precise flight path
information, i.e. events not fully contained within the SVX
detector acceptance.

The two additional tagging algorithms used are based on
theB0-B̄0 mixing analysis of Ref.@27#. These mixing analy-
ses use decays ofB mesons with higherPT (; a factor of 2
higher! than theB mesons in this analysis. This is due to the
lower trigger threshold forJ/c→m1m2 than for the inclu-
sive lepton triggers used to select the mixing analyses
samples. The SLT algorithm is similar to that in Ref.@27#,
except the leptonPT threshold has been lowered to increase
the efficiency of tagging lowerPT B mesons. The JETQ
algorithm is also similar to the algorithm used in the mixing
analysis@27# except the acceptance cone defining the jet has
been enlarged and impact parameter weighting of tracks has
been added to reduce the fraction of incorrectly tagged
events.

II. SAMPLE SELECTION

Four event samples,B→J/cKS
0 , B6→J/cK6, inclusive

B→J/cX decays, and an inclusive lepton sample@25# are
used in the determination of sin 2b. TheB mesons are recon-
structed using the decay modesJ/c→m1m2 and KS

0

→p1p2. The B→J/cKS
0 candidates form the signal

sample, theB6→J/cK6 sample is used to determine the
tagging dilutions, and the inclusiveJ/c decays are used to
constrain ratios of efficiencies. The inclusive lepton sample
was used in Refs.@10,25# in the determination of the SST
dilution.

The selection criteria are largely the same as in Ref.@10#.
The criteria for theB→J/cKS

0 sample provide an optimal
value of the ratioS2/(S1Nbck), whereS is the number of
signal events andNbck is the number of background events
within three standard deviations of theB mass. The square
root of this ratio enters into the uncertainty on the measure-
ment of sin 2b. TheJ/c is identified by selecting two oppo-
sitely charged muon candidates, each withPT.1.4 GeV/c.
Additional selection criteria are applied to ensure good
matching between the CTC track and the muon chamber
track segment. AJ/c candidate is defined as am1m2 pair
within 65s of the world average mass of 3.097 GeV/c2

@8#, where s is the mass uncertainty calculated for each
event.

The KS
0 candidates are found by matching pairs of oppo-

sitely charged tracks, assumed to be pions. TheKS
0 candi-

dates are required to travel a significant distanceLxy
.5sL , and to havePT.700 MeV/c in order to improve
the signal-to-background ratio. The quantityLxy5X• P̂T is
the two-dimensional~2D! flight distance, whereX is the vec-
tor pointing from the production vertex to the decay vertex,
and sL is the measurement uncertainty onLxy . This flight
distance is used to calculate the proper decay timet

5LxyM0 /PT , where M0 is the world averageB0 mass of
5.2792 GeV/c2 @8#. In about 15% of theKS

0 decays, SVX
information is available for one or both tracks. When the
decay vertex location in the radial direction is found to lie
beyond the second layer of the SVX detector, the SVX in-
formation is not used. TheJ/c andKS

0 candidates are com-
bined into a four particle fit to the hypothesisB→J/cKS

0 and
the m1m2 and p1p2 are constrained to the appropriate
masses and separate decay vertices. TheKS

0 andB are con-
strained to point back to their points of origin. In order to
further improve the signal-to-background ratio,B candidates
are accepted forPT(B).4.5 GeV/c and fit quality criteria
are applied to theJ/c andB candidates.

The data are divided into two samples, one called the
SVX sample, the other the non-SVX sample. The SVX
sample requires both muon candidates to have at least three
out of four possible hits that are well measured by the silicon
vertex detector. This is the sample ofB candidates with pre-
cise decay length information and is similar to the sample
that was used in the previously published CDF sin 2b analy-
sis. The non-SVX sample is the subset of events in which
one or both muon candidates are not measured in the silicon
vertex detector. About 30% of the events in this sample have
one muon candidate track with high quality SVX informa-
tion. Events of this type lie mostly at the boundaries of the
SVX detector.

We define a normalized massMN5(mmmpp2M0)/sfit ,
wheremmmpp is the four-track mass coming from the vertex
and mass-constrained fit of theB candidate. The uncertainty,
sfit , is from the fit, typically;10 MeV/c2. The normalized
mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2 and contains 4156 en-
tries, from which we observe 395631 signal events with a
signal-to-noise ratio of 0.7. The SVX sample contains 202
618 events~signal-to-noise ratio of 0.9! and the non-SVX
sample contains 193626 events~signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5!
as shown in Fig. 3. The event yields reported here come from
the full unbinned likelihood fit which will be described in
detail later.

The criteria used to select theB6→J/cK6 decays are the
same as described forB→J/cKS

0 decays except for theK6

FIG. 2. The normalized mass distribution of theJ/cKS
0 candi-

dates. The curve is a Gaussian signal plus linear background from a
maximum likelihood fit.
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selection. Since the CDF detector has limited particle identi-
fication separation power at highPT using thedE/dx sys-
tem, candidate kaons are defined as any track withPT
.2 GeV/c. The m1m2K6 mass distribution is shown in
Fig. 4 and the number ofJ/cK6 candidates is 998651.

The inclusiveJ/c→m1m2 sample is a superset from
which theB→J/cKS

0 andB6→J/cK6 samples are derived.

The inclusive sample is;80% promptJ/c from direct cc̄
production. In order to enrich the sample inB→J/cX de-
cays, both muons are required to have good SVX informa-
tion and theJ/c 2D travel distance must be.200 mm from
the beamline. This results in a sample of about 40 000B
→J/cX decays.

III. TAGGING ALGORITHMS

Three tagging algorithms are used, two opposite-side tag
algorithms and one same-side tag~SST! algorithm. The idea
behind the SST algorithm@26# exploits the local correlation
between theB meson and the charge of a nearby track to tag
the flavor of theB meson. We employ the SST algorithm
described in detail in Refs.@10,25#. We consider all charged
tracks that pass through all stereo layers of the CTC and
within a cone of radiusDR5ADh21Df2,0.7 centered
along theB meson direction. Candidate tracks must be con-
sistent with originating from the primary vertex and have a
PT.400 MeV/c. If more than one candidate is found, the

track with the smallestPT
rel is chosen, wherePT

rel is the track
momentum transverse to the momentum sum of the track and
the B meson. A tagging track with negative charge indicates

a B̄0 meson, while a positive track indicates aB0 meson.
The performance of the SST algorithm could depend on

the availability of precise vertex information. When using
the SVX sample, the SST algorithm of Ref.@10# and tagging
dilution parameterD5(16.662.2)% is used. This dilution
result is obtained by extrapolating the value obtained in the
mixing analysis in Ref.@25# to the lower PT of the B
→J/cKS

0 sample. When using the non-SVX sample, the SST
algorithm is modified slightly by dropping the SVX informa-
tion for all candidate tagging tracks and adjusting the track
selection criteria in order to increase the geometrical accep-
tance. A dilution scale factorf D , defined by Dnon-SVX
5 f DDSVX , is derived from theB6→J/cK6 sample. This
relates the SVX sample SST algorithm performance to that
of the non-SVX sample SST algorithm. To measure this
quantity, we compare the tagging track using SVX informa-
tion to the track we obtain when all SVX information is
ignored. This provides a measure of the effectiveness of the
SVX information. We find a value off D5(1.0560.17), ap-
ply it to the measured SST dilution for SVX tracks, and
obtainD5(17.463.6)%.

Opposite-side tagging refers to the identification of the
flavor of the ‘‘opposite’’ B in the event at the time of pro-
duction. As mentioned earlier, two algorithms are employed:
soft-lepton tag~SLT! and jet-charge tag~JETQ! algorithms.

The SLT algorithm is described in detail in Ref.@27#. The
SLT algorithm associates the charge of the lepton~electron
or muon! with the flavor of the parentB-meson, which in
turn is anticorrelated with the produced flavor of the
B-meson that decays toJ/cKS

0 . These leptons are considered
‘‘soft’’ because their momenta are on average considerably
lower than the high momentum leptons fromW boson,Z
boson, and top quark decays. A soft muon tag is defined as a
charged track reconstructed in the CTC~CTC track! with
PT.2 GeV/c that has been matched to a track segment in a
muon system. A soft electron tag is defined as a CTC track
with PT.1 GeV/c that has been successfully extrapolated
into the calorimeters, CPR and CES detectors and passed
selection criteria. In particular, the CPR and CES position
information is required to match with the CTC track and the
shower profiles must be consistent with an electron. In addi-
tion, the electron candidate CTC track must have adE/dx

FIG. 3. Left: Normalized mass distribution of
the J/cKS

0 candidates where both muons have
good SVX information providing a high precision
decay length measurement. Right: Normalized
mass distribution of theJ/cKS

0 candidates in the
non-SVX sample. Either one or both muons are
missing good SVX information, leading to a low
resolution decay length. For both plots, the
curves are Gaussian signals plus linear back-
ground.

FIG. 4. The mass distribution of theJ/cK6 candidates both
with and without SVX information. The curve is a Gaussian signal
plus linear background from the likelihood fit.
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deposition consistent with an electron. Photon conversions
are explicitly rejected. A dilution ofD5(62.5614.6)% is
obtained by applying the SLT algorithm to theB6

→J/cK6 sample.
If a soft lepton is not found, we try to identify a jet pro-

duced by the oppositeB. We calculate a quantity called the
jet chargeQjet of this jet:

Qjet5

(
i

qi PTi@22~Tp! i #

(
i

PTi@22~Tp! i #

,

whereqi and PTi are the charge and transverse momentum
of the i th track in the jet withPT.750 MeV/c. The quan-
tity Tp is the probability that tracki originated from thepp̄
interaction point. The quantity (22Tp) is constructed such
that a displaced~prompt! track has the valueTp ;0(1), and
the quantity (22Tp) is ;2(1). Tracks that arise fromB
decays are displaced from the primary vertex and give a
probability distributionTp peaked near zero, lending larger
weight to the sum. For tracks that emanate from the primary
vertex,Tp is a flat distribution between 0 and 1, giving less
weight to the jet charge quantity. Forb-quark jets, the sign of
the jet charge is on average the same as the sign of the
b-quark that produced the jet, so the sign of the jet charge
may be used to identify the flavor at production of theB
hadron which decayed toJ/cKS

0 . This algorithm is concep-
tually similar to that used in Ref.@27# except that jet cluster-
ing and weighting factors are optimized for this sample. This
optimization was performed by maximizingeD2 on a sample
of B6→J/cK6 events generated by a Monte Carlo program.

Jets are found with charged particles instead of the more
commonly used calorimeter clusters. The algorithm is opti-
mized using Monte Carlo generated data. All tracks in an
event with PT.1.75 GeV/c are identified as seed tracks.
For pairs of seed tracks, the quantityYi j 52EiEj (1
2cosuij) is calculated, whereEi ,Ej are the energies andu i j
is the angle between thei th and j th seed tracks. Seed tracks
are combined in pairs as long asYi j , the JADE distance
measure, is less than 24 GeV2. After mergings, each set of
seed tracks defines a jet. The remaining tracks (PT
,1.75 GeV/c) are combined with the jet that minimizes the
distance measure provided thatYi j ,24 GeV2. Any tracks
unassociated with a track-group are discarded. This is a
modified version of the JADE clustering algorithm@28#.

Tracks within a cone ofDR,0.7 with respect to theB
→J/cKS

0 direction are excluded from clustering to avoid
overlap with the SST candidate tracks. TheB meson decay
products (m1, m2, p1, and p2) are also explicitly ex-
cluded from the track-group. A jet can consist of a single
track with PT.1.75 GeV/c. If multiple jets are found, we
choose the one that is most likely aB jet, based on an algo-
rithm that uses the track impact parameter information first,
if available, and then the jetPT . The momentum and impact
parameter weighted charge,Qjet , is calculated for the jet and
normalized such thatuQjetu<1. Only tracks with PT

.0.750 GeV/c are used to weight the charge. The param-

eter Qjet.0.2 selects theb̄ quark decays andQjet,20.2
selects theb quark decays. The valueuQjetu<0.2 is consid-
ered untagged. A dilution ofD5(23.566.9)% is found by
applying the JETQ algorithm to theB6→J/cK6 sample.

We use a sample of 998651 B6→J/cK6 decays to de-
termine the tagging dilutions for the opposite-side algo-
rithms. Using both real data and simulated data, we have
verified that D(B6) is consistent withD(B0) for the
opposite-side flavor tagging algorithms. At the Tevatron, the
strong interaction createsbb̄ pairs at a production energy
sufficiently high that the fragmentation processes that create
the B mesons are largely uncorrelated. For example, theb
quark could hadronize as aB2 meson, while independently,
the b̄ quark could hadronize as aB1, B0 or Bs

0 meson.
These opposite side dilution numbers are valid for both the
SVX and non-SVX samples. The tagging dilutions and effi-
ciencies are presented in Table I.

Each event has the opportunity to be tagged by two tag
algorithms: one same-side and one opposite-side. We fol-
lowed the prescription outlined in Ref.@27# in which the SLT
tag is used if both the SLT and JETQ tags are available. This
is done to avoid correlations between the two opposite side
tagging algorithms. The result of the SLT algorithm is used
because the dilution of the SLT algorithm is much larger
than that of the JETQ algorithm. Given the low efficiency for
lepton tags(6%) the potential overlap is small. As men-
tioned earlier, tracks eligible for the SST algorithm are ex-
cluded from the JETQ track list, thus ensuring these two
algorithms are orthogonal. There is however an overlap be-
tween the SST and the SLT algorithms in which the lepton is
used as the SST track. In order to use the dilution measured
in Ref. @10#, we use the identical SST algorithm on the SVX
sample, and therefore permit this overlap. We allow leptons
in the cone to account forbb̄ production from the higher-

TABLE I. Summary of tagging algorithms performance. All numbers listed are in percent. The efficien-
cies are obtained from theB→J/cKS

0 sample. The dilution information is derived from theB6→J/cK6

sample.

Tag side Tag type Class Efficiency Dilution

Same-side SST m1 ,m2 in SVX 35.563.7 16.662.2
SST m1 or m2 non-SVX 38.163.9 17.463.6

Opposite side SLT all events 5.661.8 62.5614.6
JETQ all events 40.263.9 23.566.9
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order gluon splitting process where theb→ lX decay is lo-
cated nearby the fully reconstructedB→J/cKS

0 . This over-
lap occurs in three events in the signal region and the final
result changes negligibly if these events are removed from
the sample.

Based upon the tagging efficiency of each individual tag-
ging algorithm, we can calculate the expected fraction of
events which will be tagged by two, one or zero algorithms.
We find the expected efficiency of each combination of tags
~e.g. events tagged by both SST and SLT, events tagged by
JETQ only, etc.! is consistent with estimates derived from a
study of tagging efficiencies as applied to theB6→J/cK6

sample. Tag efficiencies are higher, typically by;10%, in
the trigger volunteer sample, except for the JETQ tagging
algorithm, in which the efficiency increases by about 17%.
These higher efficiencies are due to the increased average
charged-track multiplicity of the trigger volunteer sample.
Thus trigger samples that do not include volunteers, as
planned for run II, will have lower tagging efficiencies. It is
found that ;80% of the events in the entireB→J/cKS

0

sample are tagged by at least one tagging algorithm.

Tag sign definition

An event is tagged if it satisfies the criteria of any of the
three tag algorithms. For all tag algorithms, the flavor tag
refers to whether the candidateB→J/cKS

0 was produced as

a B0 or B̄0. The sign of all tag algorithms follow the con-
vention established by the same-side tag algorithm discussed
in Ref. @10#: The positive tag (1 tag! is defined as the iden-
tification of a b̄-quark and therefore aB0 meson. The nega-
tive tag (2 tag! is defined as the identification of ab-quark
and therefore aB̄0 meson. A null tag~or tag 0! means the
criteria of the tag algorithms were not satisfied, and the fla-
vor of the B is not identified. A summary is provided in
Table II.

IV. DILUTIONS, EFFICIENCIES AND TAGGING
ASYMMETRIES

The dilutions and efficiencies described earlier need to be
generalized in order to accommodate possible detector asym-
metries in the analysis. For example, the CTC has a small
(;1%) bias toward reconstructing more tracks of positive
charge at low transverse momentum. This small bias is due
to the tilted drift cell that is necessary to compensate for the
Lorentz angle of the drift electrons, and a known asymmetry

in background tracks from beam pipe interactions. The for-
malism for measuring and correcting for these possible tag-
ging asymmetries in this multitag analysis is provided below.

For B mesons decaying to aCP eigenstate, the decay rate
as a function of proper timet can be written as

h6~ t !5
e2t/t

2t
@16LCPsin~Dmdt !#,

where h1(t) is the decay rate forB’s produced as type
‘‘ 1,’’ h2(t) is the decay rate forB’s produced as type
‘‘ 2,’’ and LCP52sin 2b is the asymmetry due toCP vio-
lation. Particle type ‘‘1 ’’ refers to aB→J/cKS

0 decay and

particle type ‘‘2 ’’ refers to a B̄→J/cKS
0 decay.

To allow for an imperfect and~possibly! asymmetric tag-
ging algorithm, the following definitions are used. For those
B mesons of~produced! type 1, a fractioneR

1 will be actu-
ally tagged1, fractioneW

1 will be tagged as2, and fraction
e0

1 will not be tagged, i.e. tag 0. Similarly, for thoseB me-
sons of~produced! type2, eR

2 will be tagged2, fractioneW
2

will be tagged as1, and fractione0
2 will be tagged as 0.

Because, by definition,eR
11eW

11e0
151 and eR

21eW
21e0

2

51, there are four independent numbers that characterize a
general asymmetric tagging algorithm.

We define the efficiencies and dilutions for the general
asymmetric tagging algorithm ase15(eR

11eW
2)/2, e2

5(eR
21eW

1)/2, e05(e0
11e0

2)/2 and

D15
eR

12eW
2

eR
11eW

2 , D25
eR

22eW
1

eR
21eW

1 , D05
e0

12e0
2

e0
11e0

2 .

The observed decay rate as a function of time for events
tagged as1, 2 or 0 is given by

h1~ t !5
e2t/t

t
e1@11LCPD1sin~Dmdt !#,

h2~ t !5
e2t/t

t
e2@12LCPD2sin~Dmdt !#,

and

h0~ t !5
e2t/t

t
e0@11LCPD0sin~Dmdt !#.

TABLE II. Definition of tags. For the case of the SST algorithm, the tag depends upon the charge of a
track (t1,t2) near theB; for the SLT algorithm, the tag depends upon the charge of a lepton in the event
( l 1,l 2); for the JETQ algorithm, the tag depends upon the average weighted charge of tracks in a jet (Qjet).

Tag Positive (1) tag Negative (2) tag No tag
B0→J/cKS

0
B̄0→J/cKS

0

SST Single trackt1 Single trackt2 No track
SLT Single leptonl 2 Single leptonl 1 No lepton
JETQ Qjet,20.20 Qjet.0.20 uQjetu<0.20
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Note thate11e21e051 ande1D12e2D21e0D050, so
there are four independent parameters remaining. For ex-
ample,

D05
e2D22e1D1

12e12e2
.

Combining tags in an event

Tagging information for each event is combined to reduce
the uncertainty on theCP asymmetry. The tags are weighted
for each event by the dilution of the individual tag algo-
rithms. This procedure must also combine the efficiencies in
a similar manner. The algorithm used to combine multiply-
tagged events is as follows. We define the tags for two tag-
ging algorithms asq1 andq2 ~each taking the values21, 0,
and 1), the individual dilutions asD1 andD2, and the indi-
vidual efficiencies aseq1

and eq2
. We then define the

dilution-weighted tagsDi5qiDi , the product of the tag and
the dilution. We calculate the combined dilutions and effi-
ciencies as

Dq1q2
5

D11D2

11D1D2
, eq1q2

5eq1
eq2

~11D1D2!,

where Dq1q2
is the combined dilution-weighted tag, and

eq1q2
is the combined efficiency. In this manner, tags in

agreement as well as tags in conflict are handled properly: in
the cases where the charge of the two tags agree, the effec-
tive dilution is increased; in the cases where the two tags
disagree, the effective dilution is decreased.

To help understand the expression for combined dilution
D, we examine several limiting cases. In the case of a perfect
first tagging algorithm,uD1u51, the combined tag always
equals the value of the perfect algorithm (Dq1q2

5D1), inde-
pendently of the second tagging algorithm. For the case
where the first tagging algorithm is random,uD1u50, the
combined tag always equals the value of second algorithm
(Dq1q2

5D2). In the case where the result of first tagging
algorithm is equal and opposite to the result of the second
tagging algorithm (D152D2), the Dq1q2

50. This is ex-
pected when the two tagging algorithms have equal power
but give the opposite answer.

To understand the combined efficiencyeq1q2
, we consider

an example. There are nine possible efficiencies for the com-
bined tagging algorithms,eq1q2

. The individual efficiencies
for perfectly efficient symmetric tagging algorithms have the
valuese15e250.5 ande050 (e11e21e051). In this
case, five of the nine combined efficiencies are trivially zero.
For the case of two perfect tagging algorithms giving the
opposite result (D152D2 anduD1u51), then the combined
efficiency must beeq1q2

50, independent of the magnitude

of eq1
andeq2

. This is expected because, by definition, per-
fect tagging algorithms cannot disagree. There are only two
remaining nonzero cases to examine for the perfectly effi-
cient tagging algorithm. For the case in which they agree, the
combined efficiencies aree11,1150.5 ande21,2150.5.

V. THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

An extended log-likelihood method is used to determine
the best value for sin 2b, a free parameter in the fit. It is

helpful to refer to the parameters collectively as a vectorpW

with 65 components. The remaining 64 parameters describe
other features of the data~signal and background! which
need to be determined simultaneously, but have only techni-
cal importance.

The main ingredient of the likelihood function is the prod-
uct ) iPi wherei runs over all the selected events andPi is
the probability distribution in the measured quantities: the
normalized mass, the flight-time, and the tags (q1 ,q2 ,q3).
The tags, although discrete variables, are conceptually
thought of as analogous to continuous variables, such as the

measured mass. The parameterspW control the shape of the
Pi . There is a separate set of parameters for the SVX sample
and the non-SVX sample to control the shape of the compo-
nents ofPi . This is especially important for the parts of the
function that specify the distribution of the measured flight-
time and mass, but also the distribution of SST tags.

The form forPi assumes that all events are of three types:
signal, prompt background, and long-lived background. Each
possibility is included inPi . Because the distributions in
mass, flight-time, and tag are different for the three types,Pi
contains separate componentsPS, PP, and PL , which are
the overall distributions for signal, prompt background, and
long-lived background respectively. Additional
parameters—a separate set of parameters for SVX and non-
SVX—specify the relative quantities of each event-type.
Each of the componentsPS, PP, andPL is expressed as the
product of a time-function (TS, TP, TL), a mass-function
(MS,MP,ML), and a tagging-efficiency-function
(ES,EP,EL).

The time-functionTS is the probability distribution for the
observed-time given the observed tags, and therefore has a
dependence on the measured time and its uncertainty, the
measured tags and dilutions, and sin 2b. The B0 lifetime t
and mixing parameterDmd are constrained at the world av-
erages: t5(1.5460.04) ps and Dmd5(0.464
60.018)\ ps21 @8#. The TP function is a simple Gaussian
representing the promptJ/c background, and depends on the
measured time and uncertainty. There are two time-
uncertainty scale factors inpW , one for SVX events and one
for the non-SVX events, to allow for the possibility that the
measured time-uncertainties are different from the true un-
certainties by a constant factor. TheTL function has positive
and negative exponentials in time to represent positive and
negative long-lived background. The positive long-lived
background arises primarily from realB decays, while the
negative long-lived background is used to describe non-
Gaussian tails in the lifetime resolution.

The mass-functionMS is a Gaussian representing the nor-
malized mass, and also includes a mass-uncertainty scale pa-
rameter. The mass-functionsMP and ML are linear in mass
and normalized over the620s mass window.

The tagging-efficiency-functionES gives the probability
of obtaining the observed combination of tags for a signal
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event. In addition to the observed tags for the event, it also
depends on the individual tagging efficiencies and dilutions.
The prompt and long-lived background tagging-efficiency-
functions,EP and EL , give the probability of obtaining the
observed combination of tags for prompt and long-lived
background events; they depend on individual background
tagging efficiencies, but no dilutions are involved because
there is no right or wrong sign in the tagging background.
For each individual tagging algorithm, the efficiencies and
the dilutions~each a component ofpW ) float and are allowed
to be different for1 and2 tags and the corresponding ef-
ficiencies and the dilutions for the tag-0 cases follow by nor-
malization. However, for the signal, there are constraints on
the individual tagging efficiencies and dilutions based on the
available measurements and their uncertainties.

A. The likelihood function definition

The negative log-likelihoodl (pW ) is given by

l ~pW !5NS
SVX1NB

SVX1NS
non-SVX1NB

non-SVX2(
i

ln~Pi !

1(
j

1

2
S f j~pW !2^ f j&

s j
D 2

.

The four free parametersNS
SVX , NB

SVX , NS
non-SVX, and

NB
non-SVX refer to the number of signal and background events

in the SVX and non-SVX respectively. The summation over
j represents a summation over all of the constraints we place
on the parameters. The constraints in general connect some
function f j (pW ) of the parameters with the corresponding
value ^ f j& and uncertaintys j determined by other measure-
ments.

The summation overi above runs over all data events that
satisfy our selection criteria;Pi is the probability for thei th
event, and implicitly depends onpW . The functionPi is given
by

Pi5NSPS1NB@~12FL!PP1FLPL#.

All events are classified as either type SVX or type non-
SVX: theNS, NB , andFL in the expression above are actu-
ally parametersNS

SVX , NB
SVX , andFL

SVX ~the long-lived frac-
tion of SVX background! for SVX-type events andNS

non-SVX,
NB

non-SVX, andFL
non-SVX for non-SVX-type events. Although

the lifetime resolution for non-SVX events is poor relative to
the SVX events, the information is used in the likelihood
function.

The functionsPS, PP, andPL are the probabilities for the
signal, prompt background, and long-lived backgrounds.
They are given by the products of time, mass, and tagging-
efficiency functions:

PS5TSMSES, PP5TPMPEP, PL5TLMLEL .

The signal time function is specified by

TS5
1

2
g* h~ t !, s5Sts t ,

h~ t !5
e2t/t

t
eq1q2

@11LCPDq1q2
sin~Dmt!#,

where g* h(t) represents the convolution ofh(t) with a
Gaussian of widths and depends implicitly on the values of
the flight-time-uncertaintys and sin 2b. The St above is
St

SVX ~the SVX lifetime error scale! for SVX events and
St

non-SVX for non-SVX events. Thes t is the uncertainty on
the flight-time t of the B-candidate, determined indepen-
dently for each event. The prompt background allows the
determination ofSt

SVX and St
non-SVX using the global fit.

Knowledge of the individual tag dilutions is incorporated
through the constraints.

The signal mass function is

MS5
1

A2pSm

e20.5(MB /Sm)2
,

whereMB is the normalized mass of theB-candidate andSm
is theB-mass error scale.

In an analogous fashion toD, the combined signal
tagging-efficiency functionES, calculated by combining
three tags as in Sec. IV A, depends on the eight tagging
dilution components~as in Table III! of pW and the eight in-
dividual 1 and2 tagging-efficiency components. The com-
bined efficiencyES is the efficiency for obtaining the particu-
lar combination of tags observed in the event.

The prompt background time and mass functions are

TP5
1

2A2ps
e2t2/(2s2),

TABLE III. The dilutions determined from theB6→J/cK6 sample and the efficiency ratios determined
from the inclusiveJ/c sample are shown.Dave is the average dilution. The SST dilutions utilize additional
information as described in the text.

Tag e1 /e2 D1(%) D2(%) Dave(%)

SSTSVX 1.03160.011 16.165.1 17.165.2 16.662.2
SSTnon-SVX 1.03760.010 17.065.7 17.865.8 17.463.6
SLT 0.97860.047 76.9619.6 46.4621.8 62.5614.6
JETQ 0.97760.015 20.769.3 26.568.3 23.566.9
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s5Sts t , St5St
SVX or St

non-SVX,

MP5~11§m
PMB!/~2W!, W520,

where W represents the normalized-mass window-size
(620s), and §m

P is the mass-slope of the prompt back-
ground.

The combined prompt-background tagging-efficiency
functionEP is given by the product of the individual prompt
background tagging-efficiencies:EP5)kEP

k where k runs
over the tags. The individual prompt background tagging-
efficiencies are parametrized as

EP
k5H eP

k~12AP
k!/2, qk521,

12eP
k , qk50,

eP
k~11AP

k!/2, qk51,

whereqk is the tag-result of thekth tagging algorithm, and
eP

k and AP
k are components ofpW ~specifically eP

SSTSVX ,

AP
SSTSVX , eP

SSTnon-SVX, AP
SSTnon-SVX, eP

JCH, AP
JCH, eP

SLT , and
AP

SLT). The AP
k parameters are the asymmetries of thekth

algorithm in tagging the prompt background. The SSTSVX
and SSTnon-SVX are mutually exclusive—k always runs over
three tags.

The long-lived time functionTL is given by

TL5H F2

1

2t2
et/t2, t,0,

~12F2!
1

2t1
e2t/t1, t>0,

whereF2 is one ofF2
SVX and F2

non-SVX, t1 is one oft1
SVX

andt1
non-SVX, andt2 is one oft2

SVX andt2
non-SVX.

The long-lived mass and tagging-efficiency functions are

ML5~11§m
L MB!/~2W!, EL5)

k
EL

k ,

EL
k5H eL

k~12AL
k !/2, qk521,

12eL
k , qk50,

eL
k~11AL

k !/2, qk51,

where the notation is exactly analogous to theMP and EP
defined above.

To further illustrate the role of constraint terms in the
negative log-likelihood function we highlight the dilution
constraints. There are two dilution parameters,D1 andD2 ,
per tagging method, the eight parameters inl (pW ) represent-
ing the tagging dilutions that float in the fit that locates the
minimum of l (pW ). The probabilityPi of the i th J/cKS

0 can-
didate depends on these parameters throughTS andES. Each
tagging method also has its own calibration information de-
rived from other decay modes. For example, the dilutions are
constrained using results from theJ/cK6 calibration
sample. In addition, theD1 and D2 dilutions for the SST

SVX sample are constrained to the average dilution (Dave
516.662.2%) obtained after extrapolating the mixing
analysis dilution to lowerPT @10,25#. The available calibra-
tion information for each tagging method is represented in
l (pW ) by constraint terms. These terms cause the function
l (pW ) to increase as the dilution parameters wander from the
values preferred by the calibration. When locating the mini-
mum of l (pW ) we are then simultaneously determining sin 2b
and the eight dilution parameters, so that the uncertainty on
sin 2b from the fit includes contributions from all of the cali-
bration uncertainties.

There are similar constraint terms for the efficiency ratios
for each tagging method (e1 /e2). The efficiency ratios
e1 /e2 for each tag algorithm are constrained using the in-
clusiveB→J/cX sample. We fit theJ/c mass distributions
for the number of1 and2 tags. The ratio of the number of
1 tags to the number of2 tags constrainse1 /e2 . The B
→J/cX sample is assumed to have negligible intrinsicCP
asymmetry. In addition, theB0 lifetime tB0 and mixing pa-
rameterDmd are free parameters in the fit, and there are
terms to constrain each to its world average@8#. The param-
eter tB0 is constrained to 1.5660.04 ps and the parameter
Dmd is constrained to 0.46460.018\ ps21. Although con-
strainingDmd to the world average is the most natural pro-
cedure, we also have the option of determiningDmd and
sin 2b simultaneously from theJ/cKS

0 data by removing the
constraint onDmd .

The calibration measurements are summarized in Table
III. The efficiency ratios are consistent with expectations. For
SST, the ratios are greater than unity due to a higher effi-
ciency for reconstructing tracks with positive charge in the
CTC.

B. Fits to toy Monte Carlo data

As a check of the fitting procedure several sets of;1000
toy Monte Carlo data samples were generated, each set gen-
erated with a different value of sin 2b. The number of events,
SVX/non-SVX ratio, signal-to-background ratios, tagging ef-
ficiencies and dilutions, mass uncertainty and its scale factor,
background lifetimes, time uncertainties and scale factors,
and other kinematic features of the generation procedure
were all tuned to be similar to the composition of the data
sample.

The left plot in Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the appro-
priate uncertainty~allowing for asymmetric errors@29#! on
sin 2b returned from the Monte Carlo fits with generated
sin 2b50.5. The typical value of the uncertainty on sin 2b
returned from these fits is;0.44, though there is a long tail
extending out to;0.7. The width of the distribution is de-
termined by Poisson fluctuations in the number of Monte
Carlo events that are tagged. The right plot in Fig. 5 shows
@sin 2b(fit) 20.5#/s, wheres is the appropriate1 or 2 un-
certainty on sin 2b.

The results from this and other samples generated at dif-
ferent values of sin 2b support that the fitting procedure pro-
vides an unbiased estimate of the value of sin 2b of the par-
ent distribution. The distribution of the difference between
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the fit-sin 2b and the true sin 2b of the parent distribution is
well approximated by a Gaussian and the fit-uncertainty on
sin 2b provides a good estimate of thes of that Gaussian.

C. Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties on the measurement of sin 2b
due to flavor tagging, theB lifetime andDmd are included as
constraints in the fit. We evaluated the systematic uncertain-
ties due to the uncertainty in theB0 mass, trigger bias andKL

0

regeneration.
The systematic uncertainty arising from theB mass is

studied using 1000 simulated experiments. The data were
generated at the nominalB mass and three full likelihood fits
were performed on each experiment. One fit was performed
using the normalized mass calculated with the nominalB
mass and two additional fits were performed usingB masses
shifted by61 MeV/c2. The shifts observed in sin 2b from
fits to the simulated experiments are consistent with a ran-
dom distribution centered on zero with an rms of 0.019. The
change in the observed rms spread of sin 2b is ,0.019 when
combined in quadrature. We also fit the data with theB mass
shifted by 1 MeV/c2 and found the value of sin 2b changed
by 0.013, which consistent with the simulation results. We
conclude the additional uncertainty on sin 2b due to the un-
certainty on theB mass is,0.019 and is negligible.

The data are assumed to be a 50:50 mix ofB0/B̄0. A
possible charge bias arising from the trigger is considered.
Events that are triggered on the two muons from theJ/c
decay do not contribute to the charge bias. The remaining
30% contain some events in which the trigger was from one
of the J/c muons and the other lepton candidate was from
the opposite sideB. The magnitude of the charge bias in the
trigger has been measured to be,1% at a threshold ofPT
52 GeV/c and is consistent with zero forPT.3 GeV/c,
rendering this uncertainty negligible.

Possible contamination of our data fromKL
0 regeneration

from the material in the inner detector has been considered.
Reconstruction of theKL

0 as aKS
0 causes the event to be

entered with the incorrect sign in the asymmetry. This effect
shifts sin 2b by less than 0.003, which is neglected. The re-
sults of the systematic studies are shown in Table IV.

We have evaluated the contribution to the sample from
B0→J/cK* , with K* →KS

0p0 and thep0 not reconstructed
and find it to be a negligible contribution. The same is true

with LB→J/cL and L→pp2 and theL reconstructed as
KS

0→p1p2; Bs→J/cf, f→KS
0KL

0 ; andBs→J/cKS
0 .

Many checks of the data and analysis have been per-
formed to increase our confidence in the result. In order to
check the sensitivity of the result to the dilutions, we im-
posed alternative JETQ and SLT dilution parameters taken
from our various mixing analyses that use the inclusive lep-
ton sample@27#. We observe the expected shift in the value
of sin 2b and small changes in the uncertainty. The signal
sample selection criteria have been varied, and other than a
sensitivity to the SST tag trackPT threshold, as discussed in
Ref. @10#, we find no unexpected sensitivity in the result.

D. Final result

The maximum likelihood function fitting procedure re-
turns a stable value for sin 2b and the uncertainties are ap-
proximately Gaussian. Even though asymmetric dilutions are
permitted in the fit, no significant asymmetry is observed.
Furthermore, the background asymmetries are consistent
with zero.

Using the entire data set and three tagging algorithms, we
find

sin 2b50.7920.44
10.41.

The asymmetry is shown in Fig. 6 for the SVX and non-
SVX events separately. The asymmetry for the SVX events
is displayed as a function of lifetime, while the asymmetry
for the non-SVX events is shown in a single, time-integrated

FIG. 5. Left: Distribution ofssin 2b from fits
to multiple Monte Carlo datasets generated with
sin 2b50.5. Right: Distribution of normalized
sin 2b deviations, i.e. ~fit-sin 2b20.5)/ssin 2b ,
and a Gaussian fit to that distribution. The mean
of the Gaussian fit is 0.03860.033 and the width
is 1.0160.03, consistent with expectation.

TABLE IV. Systematic uncertainties in the measurement of
sin 2b. The items labeled ‘‘in fit’’ are parameters that are allowed to
float in the fit but are constrained by their measured uncertainties.
The uncertainty returned from the likelihood fit includes the contri-
butions from these sources.

Parameter d sin 2b In fit

Dilution and efficiency 0.16 Yes
Dmd Negligible Yes
tB0 Negligible Yes
mB Negligible Yes
Trigger bias Negligible No
KL

0 regeneration Negligible No
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bin since the decay length information is of low resolution.
Although plotted as a time-integrated point, lifetime infor-
mation for the non-SVX events is utilized in the maximum
likelihood function. The positive asymmetry preferred by the
fit can be seen. The curves displayed in the plot are the
results from the full maximum likelihood fit using all data. In
order to display the data, we have combined the effective
dilution for single and double-tag events after having sub-
tracted the background. The full maximum likelihood fit uses
the SVX and non-SVX samples and treats properly the decay
length, dilution and uncertainty for each event.

The uncertainty can be divided into statistical and system-
atic terms:

sin 2b50.7960.39~stat!60.16~syst!.

The systematic term predominantly reflects the uncertainty in
the result due to the uncertainty in the dilution parameters.
Although the dilution parameters are not precisely deter-
mined, due to the limited statistics of theB6→J/cK6 cali-
bration sample, this uncertainty term does not dominate the
overall uncertainty on sin 2b. Furthermore, the uncertainty
on sin 2b will not be dominated by the uncertainty on the
dilution parameters in future runs because the uncertainty
scales inversely with increasing statistics of the calibration
samples.

It is of interest to determine the quantitative statistical
significance of whether this result supports sin 2b.0.0 and
hence provides an indication ofCP symmetry violation in
theb quark system. A scan through the likelihood function as
sin 2b is varied is shown in Fig. 7 and demonstrates that the
uncertainties follow Gaussian statistics. Using the Feldman-
Cousins frequentist approach@30#, we calculate a confidence
interval of 0.0,sin 2b,1 at 93%. An alternative approach is
the Bayesian method, where a flat prior distribution in sin 2b
is assumed and a probability that sin 2b.0.0 of 95% is cal-
culated. Finally, if the true value of sin 2b is zero, and the
measurement uncertainty is 0.44~Gaussian uncertainty!, the
probability of obtaining sin 2b.0.79 is 3.6%. This value is

obtained by simply integrating the Gaussian distribution
from 0.79 to`. The toy Monte Carlo calculation is in good
agreement with the calculated probability.

It is possible to remove the constraint that tiesDmd to the
world average value and to fit for sin 2b andDmd simulta-
neously. In this case the result is sin 2b50.8820.44

10.41 and
Dmd50.6860.17\ ps21. The value ofDmd from the fit
agrees with the world value at the level of;1.2s. This
agreement increases our confidence in the main result. Figure
8 shows the 1s ‘‘error ellipse’’ contour in sin 2b-Dmd pa-
rameter space for the fit when both parameters float freely,
and for comparison the nominal sin 2b result with the world
averageDmd and uncertainty. From the roughly circular
shape of the contour, theDmd and sin 2b parameters are
largely uncorrelated in the fit.

A time-integrated measurement to check the final result
was performed. This simplified analysis does not use the
time dependence of the asymmetry and ignores the small
tagging asymmetry corrections applied in the full maximum
likelihood fit. Each event falls into one of 12 classifications
depending upon the type of flavor tags available for that
event. Each event can be associated with only one class of
tag combination. The effective tagging efficiency for the en-
tire sample,eD2, is (6.361.7)%. A value of sin 2b for each
class is calculated and a weighted average from the 12
classes is determined. Ignoring correlations in the dilution,
sin 2b50.7160.63. This value is consistent with the final
result and demonstrates the improvement in the uncertainty
of sin 2b provided by the full maximum likelihood proce-
dure. This improvement agrees well with improvements ob-
served using the toy Monte Carlo calculation.

Table V summarizes fit results for various tag-dataset
combinations. The three tagging algorithms contribute
roughly equally to the precision of the sin 2b measurement.
Although the SVX and non-SVX sample sizes are approxi-
mately equal, the SVX events contribute more significantly
to the final result. The main reasons for this are that the
precision lifetime information from the SVX allows a better
determination of where the decay takes place along the os-
cillation curve and the better signal-to-background level
from eliminating the prompt background.

FIG. 6. The true asymmetry (sin 2bsinDmdt) as a function of
lifetime for B→J/cKS

0 events. The data points are sideband-
subtracted and have been combined according to the effective dilu-
tion for single and double-tags. The non-SVX events are shown on
the right.

FIG. 7. A scan of the log-likelihood function. The value of
sin 2b is scanned, and at each step, the function is minimized.
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The row in Table V labeled SVX SST is the result ob-
tained when this analysis restricts the data set to the SVX
sample and uses only the SST algorithm. This procedure
essentially repeats the published CDF sin 2b analysis that
obtained sin 2b51.861.1(stat)60.3(syst). The small differ-
ence is due to sample selection.

VI. MIXING IN THE B\JÕcK* SAMPLE AS A CHECK

A control sample ofB0→J/cK* (892)0 decays, where
K* (892)0→K6p7, can be analyzed for the presence of an
oscillation due to mixing (Dmd is well measured! in order to
verify the tag algorithms and likelihood fitting procedure.
The three flavor tagging algorithms are used to determine the
neutral B flavor at the time of production and the dilution
parameters are constrained using the same values as in the
B→J/cKS

0 analysis. The charge of the kaon is used to dif-

ferentiate theB0 from B̄0 at the time of decay. After correct-
ing for tagging dilutions, the amplitude of the oscillation still
differs from unity due to the probability that theK1p2 is
reconstructed asK2p1, which occurs aboutPK55% of the
time due to the wideK* resonance.

The J/cKS
0-J/cK* (892)0 analogy is, however, not per-

fect. In order to achieve similar signal-to-background ratios,
the selection criteria for theB→J/cK* (892)0 are more se-
vere, which changes the kinematic properties of one sample
with respect to the other. The largest backgrounds for both
decay modes are at short decay distances and they decrease
as the flight path increases. This works to our advantage in
the CP analysis but reduces the sensitivity of the mixing
analysis. In particular, due to the different oscillation phase
in the CP analysis versus this mixing analysis@sin(Dmdt)
→cos(Dmdt)#, the smallest signal-to-background ratio occurs
at the peak of the mixing amplitude forB→J/cK* (892)0

data set, where as a very favorable signal-to-background ra-
tio occurs at the peak of theB→J/cKS

0 oscillation. In both
the J/cKS

0 andJ/cK* (892)0 modes, 75–80 % of the back-
ground is prompt, i.e. consistent with having zero lifetime.

The sample is constructed using similar criteria to that
used to reconstruct theB→J/cK decay modes in this paper.
The J/c selection for this decay mode is the same as the
J/cKS

0 analysis. Pion and kaon tracks are required to have
PT.500 MeV/c. The reconstructedK* (892)0 candidates
are required to have an invariant mass within 80 MeV/c2 of
the world average of 896.1060.28 MeV/c2 @8# K* (892)0

mass. TheK* candidate must havePT.3 GeV/c. The
four-track fit for J/cK* is the same as the fit forJ/cKS

0 ,
except the four tracks are required to meet at a common
point and theK* mass is not constrained. If a candidate
event has two tracks that satisfy twoK* (892)0 combinations
(K1p2/K2p1) then the combination with aKp mass clos-
est to the meanK* (892)0 mass is chosen. Finally, if multiple
K* candidates are found in an event, theK* (892)0 candi-
date chosen is the one that gives the best four-track fit. All
four charged tracks (m,m,K,p) must originate from a com-
mon vertex and aPT(B).4.5 GeV/c is required. A total
signal sample of 226624 events where both muon candi-
dates have precision lifetime information and 231628 events
where <1 muon candidate has precision lifetime informa-
tion are found.

The maximum likelihood fit to theJ/cK* (892)0 data is
implemented in the same way as previously described for
J/cKS

0 except for the time-functionTS in which h(t) is re-
placed by

h~ t !5
e2t/t

t
eq1q2

@11DKDq1q2
cos~Dmdt !#.

HereDK5qKDK , whereqK is the charge of theK6 from
the decay of theK* (892)0, and DK is the dilution arising
from the inability to correctly distinguish the charged kaon

FIG. 8. The 1s ~39%! sin 2b-Dmd contour from a fit withDmd

constrained only by theB→J/cKS
0 data. Also shown is the nominal

fit with Dmd5(0.46460.018)\ ps21 @8#.

TABLE V. Fit sin 2b results for the three tagging algorithms. The combinedx2 for the SST, JETQ, and
SLT tagging algorithms is 4.63 for 2 degrees of freedom, giving a probability of;10%.

Data Tag~s! sin 2b 1error 2error

All all 0.79 0.41 0.44
SST 2.03 0.84 0.77

JETQ 20.31 0.81 0.85
SLT 0.52 0.61 0.75

SVX All 0.54 0.52 0.57
SST 1.77 1.04 1.01

Non-SVX All 1.24 0.75 0.70
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from the charged pion in theK* (892)0 decay. The dilution
DK is the free parameter in this fit and is analogous to sin 2b
in theJ/cKS

0 fit, the parameters in each case representing the
amplitude of an oscillation. The amplitude is expected to be
DK5122PK50.920.2

10.1 whereDK is the dilution factor com-
ing from incorrectK-p assignment@25#.

When Dmd is fixed to the world average, we measure
DK51.0060.37, which is consistent with expectation. When
Dmd is allowed to float, we measure:DK50.9660.38 and
Dmd50.4060.18\ ps21, which is consistent with the
world averageDmd5(0.46460.018)\ ps21 @8#. The results
of the fits are shown in Fig. 9. Although the statistics are not
sufficient for a precise measurement ofDmd , this check on
an independent sample of events is entirely consistent with
our expectation.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a measurement of sin 2b using
;400 B→J/cKS

0 events reconstructed with the CDF detec-
tor. We find

sin 2b50.7920.44
10.41~stat1syst!

with the uncertainty dominated by the statistical contribu-
tion.

We have calculated the statistical significance of whether
this result supports sin 2b.0.0 and hence provides indication
for CP symmetry violation in theb quark system. Using the
Feldman-Cousins@30# method, a 93% confidence interval of
0.0,sin 2b,1.00 is found. Alternative methods yield simi-
lar limits. This measurement is the best direct indication that
CP invariance is violated in theb quark system and is con-
sistent with the standard model expectation of a large posi-
tive value of sin 2b @14–17#. The sign of our result supports
the favored positive signs forBB and BK . With an antici-
pated luminosity of 2 fb21 in run II, we expect, based on a
simple extrapolation of this measurement, an uncertainty on
sin 2b of ;0.08. Detector upgrades in progress should fur-
ther reduce this uncertainty.
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